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Peace is the beginning of the unity, love, each other and it is very important to all of us. 

Each person has a Right and also we must respect the Right of other person. And also each 
person has a right to choose for their own Good in the name of peace of the community.  

When we say peace it is the way of living happily and there's affection to one and another. 
It is important to us because without this word the turbulence will happen. We are born in this 
world with the right to speak, dance, sing and eat and must not abuse. There will be peace 
everywhere. One example of human rights is the right to vote which mostly people, even they 
don't like that person you are forced to vote him/her. So what do you think of the outcome you 
think there is a peace? We must have peace in ourselves before we have peace in our community 
and it is also important to appreciate and develop good characters. Just like for example loving 
and respect each other so, it begins with peace. If we have problem in our communities and 
society because of battle and misunderstanding side by side, peace is the big solution to solve 
that problem. For me peace is important to all of us. And human right has also the right what 
they want for their own self, except making bad things or go against the law.  

We have the right to complain about the problem of our place as we have also the right to 
protect our family community. We have right to choose what we like to have. We have the right 
to tell the truth and we have the right to protect the innocent from wrong accusation. We have the 
right to choose the right person for our peace in our country. If you respect the right of others 
then there will be peace in our self. We have to respect other if you don't want to respect to other 
people no peace will happen. 

Other people they don't seem to want peace for their country but for me we need to peace 
with our enemies, because war is the beginning of death. Many people died because of peace 
settlements.  

God gave us a very beautiful wonderful thing in our life, but more people abuse it. What I 
am and who I am, I am very contented in my life. I respect the God. Peace your all enemies even 
you don't want but we need to peace the people, friends and family. Sometimes in our life you 
find yourself at dead end. You cannot go back and you can go forth. We need a helping hand; we 
need someone to guide and support in every step of the way. Someone understands your 
ambitions and always find the ways 'n our i1fe. We realize in the end at least we need to think in 
order to take us as far as we want to go in our life. We always thought for our best, we guest that 
we are perfect, but not always perfect in our life. We sometimes spend hours trying to fix of our 
family but we make it worse than we started. So, no matter skilled you are, life is full of moment 
that you simply don't want to forget make sure that you value what is truly real. We fight for 
outright peace. Finally, even you do not care much about other people what we need is to respect 
them as we respect our self. Go in peace and love God. 


